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INTERVIEWING CHILDREN - A CHECKLIST FOR THE I.A.I. INTERVIEWER

Beverley Bell *and Roger Osborne

Science Education Research Unit

University of Waikato

Segeember 1981

The following comments and checklist evolved out of our work-on the .

0

Learning in Science Project', 1979-1981. In this work we have been involved

in classroom based research, as well' as individual structured interview

work using the interview-about-instances approach
1 (Osborne and Gilbert,

1979; Osborne and (ilbert, 1980; See also Appendix).

(a) Establishing Contact with the .Teacher

In the parallel document to this paper called Working in classrooms

a checklist fon-the participant observer, a series of steps are suggest4d

for establishing contact with the school, the ,class teacher and hence obtaining

access to the children whom you wish to interview. The support of the school

in which you are workinq is an e'ssential prerequisite!
t 111

(b) 'Establishing ContaCt with the Pupil

The first problem is to gain the confidence of the pupil whom you wish

to interVi:ew. Dress informally. Often there is an opportunity to gain

rapport with the pupil on the way to the interview room and/or when the

pupii first enters the vxm. very casual conversation about the weather,

"How are you getting on today?",and so on all helps to put him/her at ease.

Sit down alongside, never opposite, the pupil. Do not have the tape

recorder running.

As the pupil will still be suspicious and apprehensive he or she must

be put further at ease. The best way to do this is to explain quite openly,-
i

clearly and hones)ly what you hope to get out of this interview and why.

k'
Here is a typic lcintroduction.

s#

1 Comments in this document are also relevant to the interview-about-events

procedure (Osborne, 1980) -a procedure which, because it is more open ended,

is possibly more difficult. We would recommend that a novice interviewer

begin with the I.A.I. procedure.
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"I guess you are wondering why you have been,akked to.come and have

a chatyith me? Well,let me try and explain. I am Wtorkin4 on a project

which is trying to help teachers teach better and pupils learn better.
One of the problems, we thin, is.that teachers and pupils/students/
learners may have different meanings for different words - the teacher
means one thing when he or she uses a word, but you might have-a different
meaning for that word. What we are trying to do is to find out what
people of your age mean by certain words so that we can see if there are
any differences between teachers' meanings and pupils' meariings. We

have been talking to pupils of all different ages between 9 and 19,
and we just want to talk.to you about your meaning for one word. It is

not a test; there ate no right or wrong answers. I just want to
get your meaning.

[LISP, 1980]

Then there is the need to clear the use of the tape recorder and.'

put the pupil at ease over that.

. .

"Now unfottunately I won't be able to remember everything that
you say so I would like to use the tape recorder. If you say anything
you are unhappy about then I will remOve it from the.tape before you-

, leave. Nothing will be held against you! O.K.?"

Normally it is not advisable to make any more of an issue over this than

the aboNle. If you turn thy.tape on without waiting for a reply this suggests

to the pupil that you don't see it as a big issue. Set the recorder up so it

will pick up the pupil's responses most clearly. You as the interviewer will

hopefully speak more clearly and can later interpolate what yoi were saying

if it is not too distfnct. Nekther of these factors may apply with-the person

you are interviewing:

(c) The Do's and Don'ts on Interviewing

Interviewing is difficult. Do not be too depressed -if you are unsatisfied

with your first few int:erviews. Even if you have done 300 interviews yoU will ,

never be completely satisfied. The aim is always to get better. As Ravenette

(1977) has suggested, the skill of the interviewer iq to know'when to ask a

question and what question to ask.. In the I.A.I. approach, as with most

interviews, the aim is to.get the interviewee to.talk. You, the interviewer,

chose the topic,but what the interviewee says,and the way it is said,is most

effective and useful if it dOes not need to be extractedlaboriously by a

/ long series of interviewer questions followed by mono-syllabic answers.

Your aim is to get pupils to expregs their ideas in their own words. The

interview is not an interrogation. The skill is to ask questitns whislawshow.o

a genuine interest in the responses the interviewee makes and encourages,

pupils to respond further. Questions need to be' eaSy for the pupil to answer

4



rather than difficult, neutral rather than leading,- but on the other hand

penetrating rather then superficial.

In the followisng we outline some do's and don'ts based on our own

experiences. Many of the points pertain to the interview method in general

and not just to the technique (for example,see Simons, 1979).

In Table I an abbreviated chedklist of most of the following points are

given for quick re'forence.

-1

1. It is important that the interviewer continually reiterates his or

her stated interest in the pupil's meantngs and is not.looking for an

answpr whi(h will be assessed with respect to some external criterion.

For example consider;

"Do you know why the person might be able to sde the candle?"

"Do you know how the eyes work?"

I ' "Do you know what happens to the sunlight on the moon?"

These questions would have been much better if;they had been phrased

differently. For example;

"Why do you think the person might be able to see the candle?"

"What do you think happens to the sunlight on the moon?"

1 I "Can you explain to me the way You think the eyes work?"

The interviewer's tone o'f voice, expression, emphasis and intonation

are importanf4ariables to consider,as they need'to be encouraging

but not suggestive of expecting any particular answer. :Often a nod,

smile or 'a-humi'.can be,given
to'maintain communication and put the

student at ease. However,caremust be taken not to convey messa§bs to

the student other than those intended.

Teachers und ex-teachers have a particular problem when it comes to

the neutrality aspect of the I.A.I. teChnique. Almost unconsciously when

teachers interct with pupils individually, they often lead them through

a series of questions which lead the pupil to a new conception. This is

the exact opposite of the f.A.I. procedpre. It is not the interviewer's

. 5



conce tions bhat we ere trying to get to the pupil's head but the u

conce tion that we are trying to get into the interviewer's head. This

complete turn around requires the teacher to make a major change in

oriegtotion which some find very difficult to do initially, either lapsing

. back to a:teaching mode or at least to a mode which is simpl2 checking to
_

see if the interviewee has the 'right' answer. Such a lapse is critically

cdamaging to the tone of the interview. The interviewer is now seen by the

pupil 4s not really interested Ln the pupil's answer. He or she is seen

by the pupil as a tedcher in disguise, giying the pupil an oral examination.

On the other. hand, if the dnterviewer can, bah by word, emphasis,

and mannerism, convey to the pupil that he or she is really interested

in the pupil's view, whatever that view happens to'be, then pupils

respond and grow in confidence as the interview proceeds.

2. One of the advantages of the I.A.I. meth8d is that the interview

is a miA ure .F closed questions, e.g. "In yOur meaning of the words

electric current is there a current in the battery?" which are simple

to answer;and open questions, e.g. Why do you say that?" which are ,

penetrating. A balance of closed and open questions, of Simple and *

difficult questions, of superficial and penetrating questions, of neutral

and very specific questions 4s important. In this way.it is possible

to maintain pupil confidence,but atthe same time establish clearly

the way,the pupil thiAs about the topic under discussion.

It is important to ensure that the penetrating follow-up questions

are not leading. For example "What happens to the light?" is a better

question than "Does the fight stay around the candle?" The latter
-

question has already made assum ptions about the way the pupilviews the

situation140 It also encourages a simple yes or no response. Such

interview data is really of,no value as evidence to support that a

child has a particular view. The pupil merely agreed or disagreed
..

with the interviewer's view, which is quite a different matter.

3. The intermiew technique enables the reasons behind a.student's

initial answer to be explored by including supplementary and explorator,

questions. Listen carefully to the answers given and follow them up

until you are quite confident that you fully upprstand the resporse.

For example:
)1$

i
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i "Does the mirror make light?"

"You can get imur reflection. If you shine a torch in to it,

it'll make light."
--

1 "What's a reflection?"

"Something you-look at and it does.whatever you do."

4 (Li4ht)2

"You said all around it: Da you mean right atound it (the torch)?"

"No, just around the first part"

(Light)

4. A Useful technique, particularly where the pupil givan unanticipated

answer, is to repeat the pupil's answer back-to the student, as if mulling

it oven. This has.a dual purpose: .

(a) it checks that the pupil's response is audibly recOrded on the tape, antl,

(b) it allow both the and the interviewer time to think about

the answer.
-

As an interviewer, 'one need1itime to formulate a question to follow

up a pupil response. Unanticipated responses are the high point of an

I.A.I. interview and the interviewer can't afford not to follow them up%

For example;

"Does the rainbew makp lrght?"

"People say that God made it."

(Light)

Repeating the response of the pupil; e.g. "People say that God made

", also gives the pupil time to elaborate if they so wish.

Obviously if this technique was used continually the whole interview

would become very stilted. On-the other hand when a response is repea0d,-

it is critical that it is repeated exactly. For example here is an example

of poor interviewing.

I t "What is steam made of?"

"It.is kinda like water?"

"It is water."

"Yes."

4

2 This intekview comes out of our LISP interview work on the topic of Light.



The pupil didn't say "It i8 water" and there is no justification for

,the interviewer's response. In we need pupits responses - not

agreement, or disagreement, with the interviewer's comment

5. The technique above of repeating the response, relates to the more

general point of 'wait-time'; that is the time the interviewer waits for

a response from the pupil. The interviewer needs to be patient. There

is plenty of time. Pupils need time'to'formulate a response. Also do not

butt in, if for no other reason than the interviewer must appear interested

in everything pie pupil 11to say. .0n the other hand, it is possible to

wait too long wherrno response is forthcoming. Practice is needed to judge

how long a-pupil requires to think a question through. Sometimp a little
. 4

encouragement is Tequired. For examprb; 0

"T just want to get your meaning. RemeMte;-,there are no.right or wrong
o -

answers."

"Let me try 1Iri put that question another way."
,

"Well,let's leave that rimy. We might come back to it later."

It is also important to realise that some.chijdren, particularly non-

European childrel, will 8ometimes respond initially with a 'yes' simply to

indicate that they understand the question. The interviewer must then wait

for the answer to the question.

6. Sometimes pupilg expreas doubt and hesitation. Thcs should then be

explored by the interviewer. For example;

"I,don't know"

"You are not sure?"

"No"

"Can/you t
/

me what you04\not sure about?".°

Often when a pupil says "I don't know" the pupil has lapsed back into

assuming that the interviewer is looking for the 'ri(jht' answer. Frequently

just repeating the que'stion but re-emphasising "in yout meaning pf the Word

is ...." is sufficient to overcome the problem.

4



7. ometimes pupils will misinterpret or misunderstand a questiop. This

is interesting in1tself an ore_thia- On

the other hand the interview tec nique also enables the interviewer to

clarify the question and clear u any misinterpretations. ,

"What happens to the Light that it makes?"
_

"You'use i_t-A7t5 see with."

I "Does it moVe anywhere, or does it stay around the candle?"

-S- "Stays around the candle."

(Light)

4

As a general point however the interviewer should be both interested

in exploring'and in clarifying.

8. As implied,earlier the most important response is .the unanticipated

response for it,inol,:ates the pupil is thinking about things in quite a

different way to the interviewer. Such restIonses need to be handled with

delicacy as the aim is to appreciate the pupil's thoughts without distorting

them with inappropriate questions.

If you do not understand a pupil's answer, do not ignpre it but

genuinely try to understand what the pupil is tryir4 to tell you. e.g.

I .
"I am not quite sure I understand what you are trying to tell Me.

Could you tell it to Me another way?"

Inevitably,unusual responses are not always seen as such in the interview

setting. The reading of the transcripts often highlights a point not seen

in the interview. For example:

"Could you describe how it is that the person can actually see

the sun?"

"The same way as he could see the candle, except for, he couldn't

go far enough away from the sun so he wouldn't see it. And when

he's... unless the earth rotated quite fast he might."

(Light")

r

In this case the interviewer did not chase up on the comment aboutthe

earth's rotation. An appropriate question might have been

"Unless the earth rotated quite fast he might - Can }jou explain what

you mean by that?"
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A
Clarifying responses is awkward where a Student gives a

long reply.and'one does not want to interrupt in.case it distuibs the

student's line of thought. The interviewer must try to remember the

various probe questions which he or she will inevitably formulate-during

the long response and introduce them into the interview when the pupil has
.

finished responding.

If lapses in questioning do 8ccur,all the intervieWer can do is to be

sensitive to them and attempt to,concentrate harder on the pupil''s answers

- in the next interviews. Such concentration is extremely demanding and for

this reason not more than two interviews.should normally be undertaken

without a reasonable break. Good listenigg and questioning require hard

and.fast thinking:,

9. Another rea'Son why the interview is so demanding on the interviewer

is that the interviewer needs to be sensitive to contradictory responses.

These need to be exploied fully and at every opportunity. For example;

"IS the grass living?"

"No, because it hasn't got a brain, doesn't eat.4

[Later] "Is a tree living?".

"Yes,-it moves and feeds on particles in the air and needs water,

it needs fertiliser."

"You said the grass wasn't living add yetyou say the tree'is:"

"Oh, it (the grass) is just like a tree, needs water and it moves

by growing." 4

"So why did you say that it.was not living (before?")

"Because it wasn't like ut."

'(Living)

NaturallyThe interviewer needs to remember pupil's earlier responses so
.

that contradictions with respect to an earlier part of the interview can

be picked up. This is another reas why not.too many interviews should be

attempted consecutively. It beco s increasingly difficult to remember if

an earlier contradictory Statement was made by the current interviewee or a
1

previous one.

u
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10. The interview technique also allows the opportunity for pupils tb

query the wording and meaning 'of a question. For example;

;
"Does a heater make light?"

S "What kfhd of hetter? One of those with the orange bars?"

. (Light)

"Is the book living?"

P% "(Pause) I dpn't know what you mean."'

"Well, well start with another one. Is the boy living?"

"Yes. ..-"
(Living)

Be patient and
supportiVe'of this kind of questioning. It encourages

pupils to'see the interview as something
different-to the normal test

situation. ,

11. The interview technique can bq used with very young children. Those

with a limited vocabulary and perhaps readingdifficulties need have no

problems as the questions arae Akrmally given orally. In reply pupils

glve their responses
oially and by the use of gesture. However, it Should

he pointed out that young pupils may interpret the pictures literally.

"Is the bird living?"

"Yes, ligging; if he was dead, he's be lying on the ground and most

probably be eaten by now."
(Living)

However, in the interview situation this problem cap be overcome.

In'this particular situation the dead/alive perspective
was able to be replaced

by careful questioning to the living/non-living one. Young pupils may also

focus on u nantibipated details
in the diagram's.

"In your meaning of the word, is a cow an animal?"

Pt "It has four legs and not two like a bird. It is an animal."

- I "Is there anything
else about the OW that tells you it's an animal?"

"Those things (pupil points to the udder) under there for feeding.4.

(Animal)

Again this is no problem and can be interesting in itself.

_1"



. 12. Occasionally despite al efforts to make the interview informal and
non-threatening, a child 11 ),ose confidence, rather than gain it, as
the interview proceeds. The pupils' responses tend to become mono-syllabic
and the silences long Often it is best to abort such interviews.

With thelphy, withdrawn child there is undoubtedly a major problem
with the I.A.I. technique. Using the technique our knowledge of learners'
concepts and cognitive systems comes from what they say or do. However,
a child.who does not talk in an interview cannot be categorised as knowing
noth'ng. We have to accept this problem and can but assume that the views
of such children are not scientifically

different from their more talkative
Pf ers. Subsequent survey techniques following interview work can'check
t is to some extent.

13. It is essential to read the question on each interview card to the
pupil, or in sour nther way verbally identify the card you and the
i_terviewee are discussing for a useful audiotape record. When transcribing
and analysing data an inteIrviewer statement such as, "Now, what do you
think about this card/question?" is not helpful when you are not sure
which card was actually being discussed at that time. This can be a
particular trap for the unwary when an earlier card is reviewed to clarify
an apparent contradiction in the interviewee's responses because now the

_cards are being discussed out of their normal sequence. "Let's compare--
your answers to these two cards", is inadequate- One needs to state
c.)mething like "Let's discuss these two-cards - the one with the seagull

-on it and the one with the whale=n it." Again,where an interviewee refers
to a card but doesn't mentiOn it by name the interviewer needs_to make
quite clear that it is verballf identTfied for the purposes of the audio
tape recoTfL For example;

"Ifyou go back to this card."

"'The one with,the wbale on it?"

"Yes"

"Hm Hm."

"well, I think that is not an animal..."

14



14. While the one-to-one situ; atiop enables the interviewer to get a

response rp every quLtiOn he ot she ask,s, th'e interviewer must be

sensitive"to the possibility that a pupil may just give an answer,

lny anlwer, just td avoid a silence. Subsequent questioning-can-investigate
4.

the depth of thinking upon Uhicb the ansWer is based. This is not a

real problem, we believe, but,the_interviewer needs to be mindful of
e

the possibiIity.

Sometimes a sti.uctured question or card may be intentionally passed

over 'by-the interviewer. This may be necessary if .tile pupil shows signs
a

ot exasperation at being asked what obviously to hip or her.is exactly

the same question to which the replY *is always the same. The only

problem with this is that y,ou can never assume that if the card had been

shown the pupil would have definitely responded in the way predicted. This

omission of Or, -ard may Make the comparative analysis of-the data from

dif`,irent-pupils very diTficult.

CONCLUSION s.

The
interview-abouinstanceS techniquepJ aces a very heavy resprnsibility

4

pn the interviewer. She or he has to be skilled in'the..art of questioning and

also knowledgeable in the content Area under discussion tO--.7b4ble"to assess

pupils' responses immediately and make decisions about further qUestioning.

Fortunately most of us improve with practice. Alsb,over a set of interviews.-
,v

on one particular topic, the interviewing becomes easier and more effective

as fewer answers are given which are completely unanticipated and in transcribing
,

earlier interviews the interviewer learns from his or her mistakes.

For the above reasons, if for no ether, it is most desirable to transcribe

tapes as soon as possible'after an interview. It also means, that the interviewer

is more likely to remember what was said where the tape-is indistinct. It'll

should be pointed out all the above argues,for the interviewer to transcribe

the tapes personally.

Finally most of our novice interviewers have fouaa it helpful to get a

more experienced interviewer to sit in with them during the third or fourth

interview. That is tater they have first gained a little confidence! If the

novice does one interview, and then the more experienced person does the next

interview,'this raises many useful discussion points. Alternativel, or in addition,



,

it dan be most helpfti to get an experienced interviewer to read the

novice's transcripts-and point out leading;guestion§, responses that,

should have been explored further and so on. No interview, however
-

experienced the interviewer,is so good it couldn't be improved,so

there is no need to be embarrassed by your first_mistakes!

N ,5
This paper may have made it appear that effective interviewing

is an impossible task. We hope you are not discouraged. The important

thing is to get started. After-a few interviews re-read this paper;

it may be,tsiore meaningful, and hopefully helpful, at that stage.

Good luck!

A's
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APPENDIX The Interview-about-Instances Methbd

The I.A.T. method is a procedure for establis ing a person's underStanding

of a particular word or_the concept(s) a person,associates with a particular

word. Typically 20, or so,-cards are used, ech card depicting/a particular

'situation event, c,.q. instances and non-instances of a particular concept.

The following are two cards from'a set of cards used to explore the

concept of 'living'.

,A cciw

The first question is always a simple closed question.

"In yodr meaning of the word living would you say that the cow is living?"

The'yes or no response is followed by "Why' do you say that?" or Tould you

explain to me how you-think about that?" or simply "Tell me about that."

Further questions follow, as.appropriate, to clarify the pupil's thinking.

The intervievier then moves on to the next card.

1 5



'TABLE.; 1

CHECKLIST TOR THE INTERVIEWER

Try to clearly establish how and what the
pupil thinks. Emphasize it is the pupil's
ideas that bre important and are being
explored.

Provide a balance between open and closed
questions inid between simple and penetrating '

questions. In so doing, maintain and
develop pupil confidence.

Listen carefully to the pupil's responses
and follow'up points which are not clear. N.

Where necessary to gain interviewer thinking
time, or for the clarity of the audio-record,
repeat the pupil response.

Give the :1 plenty of time to formulate
a reply.

. Where pupils express doubt and hesitation
encourafie them to share their thinking.

Do not give any indication to the ,pupil
of your meaning(s) for the word or appear
to judge the pupil's response'.in terms of
yodi, meaning(s):

Do not ask leading questions. Do not ask the
type of question wheke it is easy for the
pupil to simply agredNiwith whatever you say.

Do.not rush on, e.g. to the next card,
before thinking about the.pupil's last response.

Do not respond with a modified version of the
pupil response; repeat exactly what was said.

Do not rush but on the other hand do not
exacerbate eMbarraseing silences.

Do not allow pupils to think that this is a
test situation.and there is a right,answer
required.

Be sensi e to possible misinterpretations of,
or,m' mderstanding about, thci initial question.
Whe e appropriate explore this, and then clarify.

sensitive to the unanticipated response
a d explore it carefully aad with sensitivity.-

. Be ensitive to self-contradictory statements
by the pupil.

Be supporeive of a pupil querying the question
you have asked, and in this and other ways,
develop an informal atmosphere.

Read the question'out loud t8pupils.

Where all efforts to develop pupil confidence
fail,abort the interview.

Verbally identify for the audio record, the
pupil's name, age and each card as It is
introduced into the discussion.

Be sensitive to the poSsibility that pupils
will give an answer simply to fill a silence.

Appreciate that a card omitted will result
in missing data.

Do not makelany assumptions about the waY the
pupil is thinking.

Do not ign9re responses you don't understand.
Rather follow theni up until you do understand'.

Try not to forget earlier responses in the
same interview.

Do not let the interview beceme.an interrogation
rather than a friendly chat.

Do not rely on pupils'reading ability.

Do not proceed with an interview where
'

the pupil becomes irrevocably withdrawn.

Do not return to earlier cards without

verbal identification,for,the audio-record.

Do not accept an answer without expliring the
reasoning behind,it.

Make no assumption- about the way a pupil would
respoad to a particular card.


